




SIMPLE THINGS DONE WELL.  I design quality products that connect with people on a subtle 

emotional level.  There is beauty in objects that simply work well. I avoid flashy trends that will fade 

in time, but instead pursue timelessness through fundamentally elegant solutions. I favor subtle 

colors, natural materials, and simple connections. My designs are successful if they make people 

smile. I value purity of form, cleverness of function, and honesty of construction.

HINES FISCHER studied industrial design at Carnegie Mellon University, honed his eye at the Royal 

College of Arts in Copenhagen, and received his Master’s Degree in furniture design from Art 

Center College of Design in California.  He has exhibited his work in Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, and 

New York.  His design philosophy stresses humility, purity, and human experience.  



KIS  STACKING SIDECHAIR  MAR2014

“Kis” is the embodiment of my philosophy - simple things done well.   It is a pure, simple, elegant, design that enrichs offices 

and homes with its simple beauty.





CHAPTER  TABLE COLLECTION  MAR2014

The “Chapter” table collection is beautifully crafted wood furniture for every occasion.  The geometry was carefully designed 

for ease of production and adaptability to any shape and sizes a office or home might need.





AMY  ARMCHAIR  OCT2013

“Amy” was inspired by a day at the beach. The curving contour stitches that define the seat and run up the back were 

inspired by the shifting peaks of Michigan sand dunes.  And the profile of the arms take after a kite in the wind.  Amy is the 

collision of sophistication and fun, bringing a little playfulness to a flexible design.





TIER OCCASIONAL TABLE  JUN2013

“Tier” is an occasional table inspired by Scandinavian simplicity and Japanese sensibility. It features two identical table tops - 

one for beauty and supporting objects, and one for discrete storage.



Tide Sofa by Chuan Wang for ATU



EBB  STACKING SIDECHAIR  OCT2012

American design is a fragmented and rarely definable area. “Ebb”, was designed to be modern and sophisticated, but 

distinctly American. Its form language is inspired by careful study of Shaker woodworking and American architectural 

proportions. The graceful form and elegant angles culminate in a design that is uniquely post-modern American.





TWIG  FLOOR LAMP  JUN2013

“Twig” is inspired by the leafy trees of Hines’ hometown. The pull switches perch like little song birds on the simple frame. 

Twig is a modern, minimalist floor lamp with little details of comfort to remind one of home.





NESTLE  LOUNGE CHAIR  MAY2013

Privacy and enclosure are comforting elements that are too often lost in modern open-plan interiors. “Nestle” was designed 

to create little spaces for conversation in big, empty environments.





BRISA  TASK CHAIR  OCT2013

“Brisa” was inspired while watching the migratory sea birds of the Pacific Ocean.  A lightweight task chair for the flex office, 

Brisa  is light and mobile enough for impromptu collaboration, but elegant enough for the large conference room.





HUG  DESK  FEB2013

“Hug” is a project that started with a simple question - what if a workstation were friendly? Designers often explore making 

seating a more comforting experience, but what about surfaces? Hug is a simple desk for the home that embraces with soft 

touchpoints and honest materials.
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